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Abstract The Australia Telescope 20 GHz (AT20G) survey is a large area
(2π sr), sensitive (40 mJy), high frequency (20 GHz) survey of the southern
sky. The survey was conducted in two parts: an initial fast scanning survey,
and a series of more accurate follow-up observations. The follow-up survey
catalog has been presented by Murphy et al. (MNRAS 402:2403, 2010). In this
paper we discuss the hardware setup and scanning survey strategy as well as
the production of the scanning survey catalog.
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1 Introduction
The radio-source population above 5 GHz has not been well studied, in most
part due to the lack of large-area surveys. Large aperture radio telescopes
typically have fields of view of a few arc-minutes at high frequencies, making
it extremely time-consuming to carry out such surveys. The high-frequency
properties of radio sources are important to our understanding of the nature
and evolution of both radio galaxies and the universe itself. Radio galaxy
evolution can be explored via AGN, whilst the nature and evolution of the
universe can be explored via studies of the cosmic microwave background
(CMB). High resolution radio surveys are crucial for the removal of foreground radio sources [2] for CMB missions such as Planck [17], Fermi [13] and
the South Pole Telescope [16], where foreground point sources contaminate
the measured CMB anisotropy at angular scales of less than 30 arc-minutes.
A Wide-Band Analog Correlator (WBAC) was built as a prototype for the
Taiwanese Array for Microwave Background Anisotropy (AMiBA [6]). This
was not used in the production version of the AMiBA project, due to the
complexity needed to remove 1/f noise in a large correlator, but it was realised
that the WBAC could be used on the ATCA for a large area high frequency
survey on a timescale that was not prohibitive. Since the time needed to survey
a region of sky to a particular flux density depends both on the size of the
primary beam and the integration time per pointing, the 8 GHz bandwidth
offered by the WBAC corresponds to a 32 fold increase in observing speed for
a survey of the southern sky, as compared to the 256 MHz bandwidth available
on the ATCA in 2004.

2 AT20G hardware
The AT20G survey was conducted using three of the six antennas that make
up the ATCA, along with a custom Wide-Band Analog Correlator (WBAC).
In this section we describe the antenna and correlator design.
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2.1 ATCA telescopes
To minimize the selection against extended sources in the survey, the most
compact ATCA configuration was used. Antennas 2, 3, and 4 of the ATCA
were situated on stations W102, W104, and W106, giving two 30.6m (2–3 and
3–4) baselines and a single 61.2m (2–4) baseline. The antenna design and
construction is outlined in [3], and the 20 GHz upgrade to the Compact Array
is discussed in [19] and [8].
2.2 WBAC design
In 2002/2003 the WBAC was used in a pilot survey as a two element 3.4 GHz
bandwidth interferometer at 18 GHz. The pilot survey covered approximately 1200 deg2 of the sky between −59◦ > δ > −71◦ , for further details see
[12]. The wide-band analogue correlator was adapted and expanded to produce a 3 element 8 GHz bandwidth, dual orthogonal polarization interferometer with a central frequency of 20 GHz, which was used for the main AT20G
survey.
2.2.1 Assembly
The WBAC is a lag correlator in which the baseline correlation functions
are calculated firstly, and the cross power spectrum secondly. The operation
of a lag correlator, and comparison against an FX architecture are discussed
in [5]. He we restrict our discussion to details specific to the WBAC. The
lag correlator is constructed from an array of 16 multipliers on each of the
three baselines, with precise transmission line delays providing the required
delay difference for each lag. The architecture chosen is shown in Fig. 1
and comprises two wide bandwidth power splitters to replicate the input
signals, which are then arranged as two parallel counter-propagating sets of

INPUT 1

16 WAY POWER SPLITTER

16 WAY POWER SPLITTER

INPUT 2

Fig. 1 Correlator architecture for a single baseline. The multipliers are located at the positions
marked by ⊗ and the path length differences correspond to the delay spacing of τ . The complete
WBAC consists of three such correlators
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signals. The correlators were designed to process a 0–12 GHz input band to
avoid having to perform a final down-conversion of the 4–12 GHz IF band to
baseband. At the intersection of each corresponding pair of transmission lines
is placed a multiplier. To facilitate assembly and simplify any required rework
the multipliers are mounted on small second level microwave circuit boards
which are inserted into cutouts milled in the correlator boards at the required
positions.
The separation of the lag channels, τ , is determined by the displacement of
the multiplier boards as shown in Fig. 1, and is designed to be a half wavelength
at 12 GHz (ie Nyquist), which is a delay of 4.2 × 10−2 nsec. The sampling in
time delay is not perfectly uniform due to manufacturing and material effects,
and may also have a small frequency dependence. This deviation from ideal
Nyquist sampling is stable in time and can be accurately measured so the
spectrometer’s performance is not significantly affected. Figure 2 shows the
transform phases of the WBAC as a function of channel number, for the
primary calibrator 1921−293. The deviation from a linear fit to the phases is
also shown, and is typically 0.2 × 10−2 nsec, which is less than 5%. The non
ideal sampling is overcome by additional data processing steps as outlined in
Section 6. In a digital correlator the delay spacings are able to be adjusted so
that the delay spacings are all equal and would result in a flat line at 0 nsec for
the right hand plot of 2.

2.2.2 Data acquisition
Timing and data acquisition of the correlator system is controlled from a Linux
based computer, running a modified version of the standard Compact Array
correlator control software. High accuracy timing signals are taken from the
observatory’s 5 MHz reference signal which is derived from a hydrogen maser.
The data from the ATCA antennas are transported via an optical fiber to the

Fig. 2 Left: The transform phases for the WBAC with reference to an arbitrary time for the
primary calibrator 1921–293. The spacing between the correlator lag channels is of the order
4.2 × 10−2 nsec. Right: the deviation from a linear fit to the transform phases. The largest error
is 0.7 × 10−2 nsec with a typical value of 0.2 × 10−2 nsec
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control building where it is then converted to an electric signal by an optical
receiver. The three antennas each have a phase switch in the signal path just
after the optical receivers. The phase switching is designed to be mutually
orthogonal and take the form of a 350 kHz square wave and two 700 kHz
square waves. The signals are correlated and sent to an analogue to digital
converter (ADC) where they are accumulated for an integration cycle before
being sent to the control computer where the data are archived.
2.2.3 WBAC performance
Stability of the WBAC system was measured by observing the variance in the
integrated spectrum as a function of time using a laboratory noise source and
amplifier providing nominal input levels. This variance reduced in accordance
with the radiometer equation, as the inverse square root of the integration
time. This measurement was only taken over 10 min but was adequate to verify
stability for the current transit instrument, which operates with integration
time less than 100 ms. The stability of the WBAC is important for the flux
calibration of the survey observations as it allows for the use of a single
bandpass and flux calibrator.
2.3 Combined system
Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the analogue correlation system. The system
is comprised of three main parts: The IF transmission system that transports
the down-converted received signals to the central site; the correlators; and
the data acquisition and processing system. The ATCA analogue correlator
lacks a variable delay compensator so it can be used only with transit interfer-
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Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the combined antenna and analog correlator system
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Fig. 4 ATCA+WBAC system response for AT calibrator 1921–293. Left: delay beam fringe
pattern for a single lag channel on baseline 2–3. Right: a Fourier transform of a lag channel gives
the system bandpass. All 16 channels are superimposed

ometers.The static delays are adjusted so that the array is directed towards the
meridian with the antennas in a East-West linear array.
2.3.1 Performance
Once the WBAC was connected to the telescopes further characterisation
and alignment of the system was performed. We adjusted the static delays to
maximize the fringe amplitudes at the time a point source passed through the
primary beam.
The fringe pattern produced by each lag channel can be Fourier inverted to
give the entire system frequency response for each correlator channel. From
this data each of the lags can be calibrated. Figure 4(Left) shows the recorded
fringe pattern for a single lag within the correlator as a calibrator source was
observed. In Fig. 4(Right) the Fourier inverted system band-passes for all 16
lags in the correlator are superimposed on a linear scale. The characteristic
saddle shape is dominated by the gain curve of the 4–12 GHz amplifiers used
in the IF transmission system.
The fundamental determinant of performance is the sensitivity achieved
with the system. Observations with the 8 GHz, three baseline system were
begun in September 2004. During these observations an average rms sensitivity
of approximately 10 mJy, using 80 ms integration time, was achieved.

3 Scanning strategy
As it was not possible to insert the geometric delays necessary to track a
point on the sky at 8 GHz bandwidth, the survey was intentionally restricted to
meridian observations. By scanning the telescopes close to the maximum rate
of ∼15◦ min−1 along the meridian, the natural rotation of the earth allowed the
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observation of interleaving tracks across the sky. The position of the antennas
was recorded every ∼50ms. This gave a 0.8 arcmin spacing between observations along each track. The telescope slew speed and integration times were
fine tuned so that the tracks would produce closed paths (over a 24 h period),
with each subsequent path being one half-power beam width (2.3 arcmin)
from the previous scan. Figure 5 shows the interleaved tracks that are formed
when data from multiple days are combined. The closed path allows for the
distinction between tracks (interleaves), which is important to ensure that any
data which are missed or flagged due to bad weather or instrumental failure is
easily repeated. The separation of the tracks by a beam width means that each
point on the sky falls within the FWHM of the primary beam of the telescope.
Sky locations on the interior of the scan region are covered twice each by
this scanning strategy, once in a northward track and once in a (different)
southward track. Towards the boundaries of the declination band the coverage
becomes less uniform and points are either covered only once, at the extreme
edges, or twice with a single track.
The survey mode observations for any given declination band of the sky
were carried out contiguously, with all the observations for a particular region
of the sky being completed within a single observing period of typically ten
days. Observing in this way takes advantage of the stability of the correlators.
Table 1 shows when the observations for each declination band were taken.
To make the best use of the available time, any observations that needed to
be redone were collected and generally carried out towards the end of the
allocated observing time. For small amount of bad data that occurred towards
the beginning or end of a particular interleave, the patching was done during
the change over to the next day’s observation. Due to our meridian scanning
technique and the randomness of bad weather or equipment failure, it was
not always possible to recover all the data which were lost or flagged. When
patching, preference was given to regions with missing data, and then to those
with large amounts of noise or bad weather.
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Fig. 5 An example of a
scanning interleave pattern
for −40◦ ≥ δ ≥ −50◦ . A total
of seven interleaves were
required to achieve an
interleave spacing equal to
the primary beam FWHM of
2.3 arcmin. Data that were
flagged from interleave 0
(red) near 14h 12m , is not a
terminal problem as the same
area of sky is covered once by
observations scanning in the
opposite direction
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Table 1 The observation dates for the scanning observations for each of the declination bands
Declination band

Epoch

−30◦ ≥ δ ≥ −40◦
−40◦ ≥ δ ≥ −50◦
−50◦ ≥ δ ≥ −60◦
−60◦ ≥ δ ≥ −70◦
−70◦ ≥ δ ≥ −80◦
−80◦ ≥ δ ≥ −90◦†
−15◦ ≥ δ ≥ −30◦
0◦ ≥ δ ≥ −15◦
−85◦ ≥ δ ≥ −90◦†

11–31 Aug 2004
20–31 Aug 2004
9 Sep–2 Oct 2005
23 Sep–2 Oct 2005
16–20 Sep 2005
20 and 29 Sep 2005
16 Aug–3 Sep 2006
23 Aug–9 Sep 2007
7 and 9 Sep 2007

Overlapping dates are due to patching data being observed at the end of each year’s observations
† These regions include the south celestial pole and as such, required a separate program to
produce the maps

4 Survey calibration
As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, the WBAC has lag channel spacings that are
not regular. In the absence of noise, the irregular lag channel spacing will
not affect the recovery of the observed spectrum. With noise present, noise
correlation between lag channels will increase as the spacing diverges from
Nyquist. To avoid correlated noise signals, the calibration and data reduction
of the scanning interleaves was carried out in the lag domain. Calibration
of the lag response can be done using monochromatic signals [4], or in situ
using astronomical sources [5]. The AT20G survey had already adopted the
approach independently described by [5].
It is necessary to be able to deduce the location of a source in delay space
from the signal distribution of the 16 lag channels of the correlator. If the
calibration is correct over the three correlators then we will derive a common
delay when a source is within the antenna beam. The source’s position on
the sky is derived from the delay, the antenna elevation, and the UT of the
observation. Once the correlators are calibrated this process can be inverted:
that is, given a record of 16 lags over three baselines, it is possible to estimate,
for any delay, the amplitude of a source at a particular location which is
consistent with the record. The key to this process is the tracking calibration
which gives the signatures for all the delays within the correlator’s range. A
source on the equator observed with a 30 m baseline will have 75 recorded
samples in the time it takes for the peak correlation to advance from one
multiplier to the next.
4.1 Overview
The calibration scheme used for the scanning interleave data has five main
components, two of which are instrumental and three of which are environmental. The instrumental calibration components are the round trip
phase information, and the array alignment correction. These are measured
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Fig. 6 An overview of the various delay and flux calibration contributions

and corrected for on timescales of less than a minute. The environmental
calibration components use astronomical sources to detect variations in the
correlator delay response and make the required adjustments. Figure 6 shows
an overview of the calibration contributions.
As there were no standard programs available that could cope with the
specific setup of the WBAC, it was necessary to create a suite of purpose built
programs. The programs were written in FORTRAN 771 and implemented as
tasks within the miriad environment [15]. The software design and implementation is detailed in an upcoming ATNF memo.
4.2 Timing calibration
The WBAC consists of three correlators, each correlating 16 lag channels for
a single baseline. The output from each of the correlators’ lag channels can be
represented by a single baseline single channel interferometer as depicted in
Fig. 7. The following is a simplified derivation of the received signal from each
of the correlators, where noise terms, phase differences, and local oscillator
mixing effects have been neglected for clarity.
The signal received from each of the amplifiers can be written as:
V A = A(ν) cos[2π νt]
V B = B(ν) cos[2π ν(t + τ + τast )]
where: A(ν) and B(ν) describe the voltage bandpass of the amplifiers, the data
transmission path from antenna to the correlator, and the gain equalisation

1 and

later upgraded to FORTRAN 90
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Fig. 7 Schematic of a single
baseline, single channel
east–west interferometer. The
astronomical delay τast is a
function of meridian angle θ,
and baseline b. Each
correlator within the WBAC
computes C(τast ) for 16
different delays (τ ) resulting
in the function C(τ, τast ).
Figure adapted from [18]

units at the correlator, τ is the compensating delay inserted by the correlator,
and τast is the astronomical delay:
τast =

b
sin(θ)
c

for an East-West baseline of length b observing a source at meridian angle θ.
The correlator receives the two signals and multiplies them to form:
V A V B = M(ν)A(ν)B(ν) cos[2π νt] cos[2π ν(t + τ + τast )]
1
= M(ν)A(ν)B(ν) {cos[2π ν(2t + τ + τast )] + cos[2π ν(τ + τast )]}
2
where M(ν) is the bandpass of the multiplier and the result been separated
into a high and low frequency component. A low pass filter is used to remove
the high frequency component with frequency 4π νt, leaving only the low
frequency component which is then integrated to give the correlation function:

C(τ, τast ) =

νc + ν
2
νc − ν
2

M(ν)A(ν)B(ν) cos[2π ν(τ + τast )]dν

where νc is the low pass filter’s central frequency and ν is its bandwidth.
The basic observable is the set {C(τ, τast )}. Primary calibrator observations
are done in a tracking mode where by the calibrator is tracked by the telescopes
as it transits the meridian. During this time the set C(τ, τast ) is recorded
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for range of delays τast that is large enough to encompass the synthesised
beam response as is demonstrated in Fig. 8. Having the antennas track the
calibrator allows the primary beam response of the antennas to be disentangled
from the synthesised beam response of the correlator. Once C(τ, τast ) has
been measured, A(ν)B(ν)M(ν) can be derived via Fourier inversion, and the
correlator response can be treated as given in the above equation. The separation between lag channels (τ ) is λ/2 where λ = 24 mm and corresponds to
85 arcsec in RA for a 30 m baseline. The separation in τast is the integration
period of 54 ms and represents 1 arcsec in RA.
In addition to the primary calibrator observation, timing adjustments are
required for environmental, and instrumental effects that vary on time scales
of minutes to hours. The main environmental factor is the phase difference
between the signals from two telescopes due to their slightly different transmission paths. The ATCA is equipped with a round trip phase tracking system that
measures the delays introduced into the telescope to correlator transmission
path due to thermal effects within the conduits containing the optic fibers.
The round trip phase is sensitive to diurnal changes in temperature within

Fig. 8 The correlator response to the calibrator 1921–293 on baseline 2–3. All 16 lag channels are
shown and the channel number is indicated in the upper right of each plot. The abscissa is time
since transit in units of 54 ms. The ordinate is un-calibrated flux in units of Jy
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the conduits as well as the airconditioning cycles within the telescopes and
correlator room. The main instrumental factor is the array alignment. The
ATCA array deviates slightly from true East-West, requiring an elevation
dependent correction to the timing solution.
Secondary and tertiary calibrators are used to refine the timing corrections
that are not otherwise captured by the ATCA monitoring system. The number
of calibrators within the ATCA calibrator catalog is high enough that, on
average, three to four daily calibrators will fall within the primary beam of the
array during the normal survey scanning observations. Since each part of the
sky is covered by two separate interleaves each of these secondary calibrators
appears in at least two different interleaves and thus provides a way to calibrate
the inter-scan timing solutions. To increase the number of calibrators available,
strong (S20 > 100 mJy, SNR > 5) sources found within the calibrated scanning
observations were used to self calibrate the timing, by requiring phase closure
between the three baselines. The number of available calibrators was increased
from around 500 to nearly 3,000 over the entire sky using this bootstrapping
process.
Once the follow-up observations of the AT20G survey had been completed
and a list of confirmed sources had been created, a final round of calibration
was done using the improved positions and fluxes of all the sources with SNR ≥
5. It is from this final round of calibration that the catalog described in Section
5 was created.

4.3 Flux calibration
In the calibration scheme outlined in the previous sections, the primary focus
is on timing calibration. Whilst the calibration tables themselves contain both
delay and amplitude calibration measures, the stability of the correlators
meant that the primary calibrator was enough to ensure that flux densities were
as correct as could be expected from the relatively short observation time of
each source. For a typical source in the interior regions of a map that has no
flagged data, there will be six observations of 54 ms each—three in a northward
scanning interleave and three in a southward scanning interleave. This gives a
total integration time of 324 ms and a system equivalent flux density (SEFD)
of 300–400 Jy, corresponding to an rms noise level of 10–14 mJy/beam.
In the time between the scanning survey observations and the followup confirmation observations the absolute flux density scale for a particular
regions was not accurately known. However, the stability of the WBAC meant
that the relative flux density scale within a declination band was constant.
When scheduling the follow-up observations, the strongest sources were given
higher preference so that, in the absence of clustering, they were observed
before the weaker sources. Once the follow-up observations were complete
and the data had been reduced it was then possible to scale the scanning survey
flux densities to that of the follow-up observations. This re-scaling does not add
any extra information to any of the sources within the follow-up catalog, but it
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is useful when computing the completeness of the two surveys as discussed in
Section 10.
Figure 9 shows a comparison between the follow-up survey catalog (FSC)
flux densities and the scanning survey flux densities as a function of declination. The scatter in the flux ratio is due to the fact that the follow-up observations were much more sensitive and have better (u, v) coverage, allowing for
a more accurate measure of the flux densities. The variation between regions
that were observed contiguously is much less than that of regions that were
observed in different years. The flux of the band-pass calibrator sets the flux
density scale for each particular region. The flux of 1921–293 varies slowly
enough that it possible to interpolate the observations of the AT calibrator
monitoring project to obtain an accurate flux.

5 Motivation for a scanning survey catalog
Initially the purpose of the scanning observations was to detect individual
sources so that more accurate, follow-up observations could be made of the
stronger sources. The amount of time between scanning observations and
follow-up observations was typically only 2–3 weeks in order to minimize the
effects of source variability. This required that the calibration and production
of candidate source lists be done as quickly as possible. The lists of candidate
sources obtained from the scanning data were used only as an intermediary
between scanning and follow-up observations. The fluxes and positions had
low accuracy and early on in the survey there were many spurious candidate
sources which decreased the efficiency of the follow-up observations. If the
accuracy of the positions and fluxes of the candidate source lists could be
improved, and the number of false positive sources reduced or at least well
characterised, then the candidate source lists become a useful catalog in
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their own right. Once the AT20G follow-up observations were completed the
calibration and map making process was able to be finalized and applied to
each of the declination bands to produce more reliable candidate source lists.
It also became possible to use the final AT20G (follow-up) survey catalog to
gauge the effectiveness of different calibration and map making procedures.
The remainder of this section is devoted to creating the best possible
catalog of sources using the scanning survey data from the AT20G. To avoid
confusion, the sources that constitute the final release version of the AT20G
catalog [11] will be referred to as follow-up sources, or as belonging to the
follow-up survey catalog (FSC). The sources that were identified within the
survey maps will be referred to as scanning survey sources or as coming from
the scanning survey catalog (SSC). Although the FSC should logically be a subset of the SSC, this is not strictly true. Of the sources within the FSC 89% of
them are also within the SSC. The 11% of sources are missing from SSC due to
the flux and reliability cut off that was imposed—most of the missing sources
have a signal to noise less than 5, while the stronger missing sources have a
reliability which is <50%. Further details and discussion given in Section 8.
A catalog produced from the scanning observations is able to cover a larger
area of sky than the subsequent follow-up observations and to a lower limiting
flux density. The reliability of the claimed sources within the scanning survey
catalog will not be as high as if follow-up observations had been done, as there
is no way to directly confirm a source’s existence. A catalog which is more
complete and yet less reliable than the follow-up survey catalog will be of
particular use for the construction of foreground masks for CMB anisotropy
missions. In the measurement of the CMB anisotropies, excluding a real source
from the mask is far more detrimental than the inclusion of a noise spike, and
thus the most complete catalog is the most useful, even when not all of the
claimed sources are real. A secondary use of the scanning survey catalog is
to identify sources that were excluded from the FSC due to observing time
constraints or poor weather. If the reliability and completeness of the scanning
survey catalog is characterised well enough, it is then possible to estimate the
completeness of the FSC. As was reported by [11], the FSC is 91% complete
at 100 mJy and 79% complete at 50 mJy.

6 Imaging the sky
Once a suitable calibration scheme had been developed as described in Section
4, it was then possible to combine the scanning interleaves to produce a map of
the sky. Due to the non-uniform spacing of the delays within the correlator it
was not possible to create a map using standard Fourier inversion techniques
as an accurate inverse transform is no longer guaranteed, and correlated noise
signals will result.
As each part of the sky falls within the primary beam of more than one
observation (see Fig. 5) it was necessary to create an auxiliary map of weights
that would allow the maps to be normalised once all of the observations had
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been processed. Pixels were weighted according to their distance from the
beam center and in proportion to the square of the primary power gain, and
the weights were scaled so that a pixel that was observed at the beam center
had a value of 1. By scaling the weights in this manner it was possible to use this
auxiliary map to determine how well each part of the sky had been covered by
the scanning observations. This sky coverage map was used to give quantitative
confidence levels in the source detection stage (Section 8), as well as serving as
a way to determine the survey sky coverage (Section 7).
The SEFD, sky coverage and calibration effectiveness are all critical to
producing maps with high signal to noise. Figure 10 shows the rms noise level
for each of the maps within the survey region. The typical rms noise is around
10 mJy/beam, which is in agreement with that calculated in Section 4.3 for a
SEFD of 300 Jy. The region −30◦ ≥ δ ≥ −50◦ has a higher rms noise value
of around 14 mJy which is consistent with the measured SEFD of 400 Jy. The
variation in rms noise level seen in the region −60◦ ≥ δ ≥ −70◦ around α = 15h
is due to patching observations that were done using the incorrect interleave
number and thus areas with poor data were not recovered.
The resulting (flux density) map of the sky remains convolved with the
telescope response pattern. A CLEAN algorithm was not able to be used to
deconvolve the map as a Fourier inversion would not produce a map consistent
with our data. A specialised source detection program was created that would
match sources to the telescope’s beam pattern as measured by the primary
calibrator. Further details are discussed in Section 8.

Fig. 10 The corrected rms
noise level for the survey
maps. The rms noise level is
consistent with an SEFD of
300–400 Jy. Variations within
a declination band are due to
variations in the survey
coverage
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7 Sky coverage
As mentioned in Section 6 the procedure that created the sky maps also
created a map of the pixel weights which, when correctly scaled, become a map
of the sky coverage. Figure 11 shows a region of sky and the corresponding coverage map. The map of the sky coverage reveals a lot about how the survey was
conducted and what sorts of problems were encountered. The interior parts of
the map are scanned at least twice with a separation between scans being of
the order of days, and the scans are in opposite directions. Figure 11 shows that
the typical sky coverage is around 3 ± 0.5 scans/pixel, with variation due to the
way that the different scans overlap at each point on the sky. As the telescopes
require some time to turn around at the northern and southern boundaries
of each declination band, the spacing between observations decreases and the
sky coverage increases dramatically toward the boundaries. The coverage at
the turn-around points of the scans can be as much as 20 scans/pixel. When
data are flagged for poor quality on the interior of the map, and no patching
has been done to recover the data, there is a reduction in the sky coverage
at that point. The boundary regions of the maps, whilst still having a twofold
redundancy in coverage, have a scan separation of only a few seconds in time,
and thus data flagged for a contiguous block of time removes scans in both
directions. The small gap in the map at 14h 44m 20s − 14◦ 57 23 is a result of

Fig. 11 Top: convolved sky
map for a small region of the
sky. There is a small amount
of sky missing at the top of
the map due to flagged data.
Three sources with flux
densities of 222 mJy (left),
286 mJy (middle), and
284 mJy (right) are easily
visible. Bottom: sky coverage
map for the same region.
Areas in white have no data,
whilst black areas have a
coverage lower than 2
scans/pixel. The effect of
flagged data on the northern
boundary can be seen. The
scan in green is an instance of
patching data that overlaps
with good data and thus
increases the sky coverage for
a small part of the sky
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data that were flagged out due to the presence of strong radio emission from
Jupiter. When a significant amount of data are lost due to bad weather or
otherwise, an attempt is made to re-observe the data and the patching data
generally overlaps the flagged data by a minute or more. The result in this
over-patching is better coverage for some parts of the sky. This is also evident
in Fig. 11 where the coverage increases to almost 6 scans/pixel in some places.
For the most part, variations in the sky coverage do not affect the quality
of the scanning survey catalog as they are only small. However there were
problems with the zenith (−30◦ 18 46 for the ATCA), that caused a lot of data
to be flagged at the hardware level and were not able to be recovered. The
large amount of flagged data around −32◦ declination causes the sky coverage
to drop below 1 scan/pixel. The amount of sky that is affected is small but the
areas of low coverage produce many spurious sources that make the detection
of real sources in this area quite difficult and thus decreases the completeness
of the survey.

8 Source detection
The way in which candidate sources were detected using the scan data changed
over the course of the AT20G observations. In 2004 the scan data were
processed as time ordered data using a stream-based approach. The final
candidate source detection of 2007 was based on the scan maps discussed in
the previous section. Intermediate years used a combined approach with the
detection rate of the followup observations increasing year by year. In each
case it was necessary to have a fast turn around for the candidate source lists, as
follow-up observations were typically scheduled within 2–3 weeks of scanning
observations to reduce the effects of variability. The two detection methods
are discussed below.
8.1 Stream-based detection
In the early years of the survey, before the intra-scan calibration methods had
been refined, candidate source lists were required quickly, so that follow-up
observations could be done. The following equation:

S(τast ) =
C(τ, τast )Cobs (τ )
(1)
where Cobs are the measured correlator data, and C(τ, τast ) system response
to a calibrator (Fig. 8), was used to identify candidate sources whenever a
signal to noise of five or more was reached. This method was relatively fast
and easy to compute but was less sensitive to sources that were towards
the half power point of the primary beam. Also, due to the lack of intrascan calibration, sources that appeared in two separate data streams often
had position and flux discrepancies. The problem of side-lobe and multiple
detections was significant and many side-lobe or duplicate sources entered
into the follow-up observations. Once a follow-up observation had been made
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such occurrences were easily detected. In 2004 the confirmation rate of the
follow-up survey was as low as 50%, meaning that up to half of the observing
time allocated to follow-up observations resulted in non-detections. In 2005 the
detection scheme, calibration, and duplicate/side lobe rejection methods were
improved. The problem of reduced sensitivity to sources that were at positions
not scanned close to the beam center remained. During 2005 the calibration
scheme was improved to such an extent that a map based detection method
was comparable in reliability to the stream based method, and a correlation of
the two results was used as a candidate source list. From 2006 onwards the map
based detection method was reliable enough that it was used alone.
8.2 Map-based detection
As the final maps were still convolved with the antenna response, it was
necessary to create a specialised source detection program (detailed in an
upcoming ATNF memo). The program works in a very CLEAN-like manner: searching for the largest peaks in the map, fitting to a predetermined
model, and removing it from the map. The primary calibrator was used to
determine the antenna response which makes up the template against which
candidate sources are matched. The antenna response to the primary calibrator
PKS 1921–293 is shown in Fig. 12. Starting at the highest peak in the map an
iterative process was run where by the template was matched to the peak, a
flux and position were recorded along with: a measure of how well the source
response matched the calibrator template, the number of pixels that were
within the fitting area, the number of blanked pixels within the same area,
and the sky coverage at the source position. A region of the map around the
peak was then blanked and the process continued until some minimum flux
density was reached. The maps were produced in blocks of 1h 6m in RA and

Fig. 12 The convolved image
of primary calibrator
1921–293, which was used to
create the template used in
the detection of sources
within the convolved sky
maps. The lowest contours
are (red/blue) ±0.25 Jy/beam
with consecutive contours
doubling up to 8 Jy/beam.
Primary beam side-lobes can
be seen outside of the
contours at a few percent of
the source flux of 11 Jy
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between 10 and 15◦ in DEC. The extra 6 min of overlap in RA between the
map and its neighbours avoids problems involved when detecting a source on
the boundary of a map.
The searching algorithm does not take account of possible extended sources.
For the 30 m survey spacing there is a 50% reduction in amplitude for a
Gaussian source with size 45 arcsec, and negligible response for sources much
larger than 1.5 arcmin. Any sources that are extended will have underestimated
flux density in these survey maps. Fornax A, a well known extended radio
source at low frequencies, is present within the maps at a level of 50 mJy. All
of the extended emission is completely resolved out. A point source that falls
within a beam width of a stronger source will not be detected in the source detection program as there is no allowance given for double or multiple sources,
however such sources will become evident during follow-up observations. The
follow-up observations have an increased (u, v) coverage and integration time,
resulting in a better position and flux density measurement. The FSC does not
suffer as badly from the problem of missing flux for extended sources, although
a source with no bright core or hot spots will likely not be detected in the survey
maps and thus not make it into the follow-up observing schedule and thus not
be present in the FSC.
The list of candidate sources found in the maps was filtered to remove
side-lobes of strong sources and sources that were detected twice due to their
position at the edge of two different maps. The Galactic plane is a plentiful
source of extended and close multiple objects of sufficient strength to confuse
the source detection algorithm and are not well characterised in the maps.
Candidate sources with a Galactic latitude of |b | ≤ 1.5◦ were thus removed
from the list. Areas of the sky which are close to the declination boundaries, or
which have flagged or missing data in one or more interleaves, will have a much
higher noise than surrounding areas. Since the source detection algorithm uses
only a single noise value for an entire 1 h by 10–15◦ map these regions will
increase the overall noise level by only a small amount, but contribute many
false sources with a flux more than five times the map rms noise (see Fig. 14).
Spurious sources were identified and removed via a filtering metric which is
now discussed.
8.3 Source filtering
In order to increase the reliability of the scanning survey catalog, a filter was
used to remove sources that were likely to be spurious.. Lower frequency
catalogs were used to guide the creation of the filter but were not in the
actual source selection. Once the initial candidate list had been prepared it was
matched against lower frequency sky surveys to determine what limits should
be placed on the filtering process to minimise both the number of spurious
sources included and real sources excluded. A combination of the Sydney
University Molonglo Sky Survey (SUMSS version 2.1 of March 11 2008, [9]),
and the Second epoch Molonglo Galactic Plane Survey (MGPS-2 version 1.0 of
August 15 2007, [10]) was used to identify sources within the candidate source
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lists that were likely to be real sources. In regions above a declination of −30◦
the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS, [1]) catalog was used. Whilst it was not
expected that the lower frequency catalog would be completely recovered,
it was known from previous observations (in particular [12]), that almost all
sources detected at 20 GHz were previously known in the more sensitive lower
frequency surveys.
A source was considered to be identified if had a low frequency counterpart
within 1 arcmin. Some follow-up survey catalog (FSC) sources were initially
found to have no counterpart in the relevant catalog, but closer inspection of
the survey maps revealed extended sources that were either not listed in the
scanning survey catalog (the MGPS-2 catalog contains only the point sources),
or that have a hot-spot that is some distance from the FSC position. Of the
approximately 6,000 sources within the AT20G FSC only 25 were unidentified
[11]. This result is consistent with that of [12], who found low frequency
counterparts to all 221 sources detected at 18 GHz.
The matching rate between the scanning survey catalog and the low frequency catalogs is shown in Fig. 13, where a strong correlation between flux
density and matching rate can be seen. This correlation is expected since the
number of spurious sources in the scanning survey catalog increases as the
survey flux decreases. The anti-correlation with source count is expected for
the same reason.
Figure 14 shows all of the sources that were detected in the survey maps
with an SNR > 5. The raw scanning survey catalog shows features that can
clearly be attributed to noise, such as the over-density of sources towards
the boundary of each declination zone. Variations in the survey coverage
are also a cause of spurious sources and can be seen around 18 hours in the
−50◦ ≥ δ ≥ −60◦ zone. The zone −30◦ ≥ δ ≥ −40◦ contains the zenith as seen
by the ATCA and thus has a region of poor coverage interior to the map.

Unfiltered
1
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0.6

0.4
100
0.2
Matched Fraction
Number of Sources
0

10
0.1
Survey Flux Density (Jy)

1

Number of Sources

0.8
Matched Fraction

Fig. 13 Low frequency
matching rate as a function of
corrected survey flux at
20 GHz for the unfiltered
scanning survey catalog. The
blue line shows the number of
sources per flux bin, whilst
the red line shows the fraction
of sources matched per flux
bin. The dotted line represents
the random matching
probability of 5%
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The overlapping of sources towards the zone boundaries is seen at a much
lower level in the matched source plot, which can be attributed to sources that
were detected in the overlapping regions of maps from different declination
zones. It can be seen from Fig. 14 that matching with low frequency catalogs
is an effective way to distinguish between real and spurious sources. The
correlation with lower frequency surveys was used as a guide to determine
what combination of the quality control quantities would produce the largest
fraction of confirmed detections. The low frequency surveys were used to
determine what a real source would look like within the map; a source’s
presence in a lower frequency survey was not part of the filter, so as not to
bias the final catalog. At sufficiently low 20 GHz flux densities the correlation
between low frequency detection and followup confirmation is expected to
break down. For a source to be detected at 50 mJy in the AT20G a spectral
20
index of α1.4,0.8
≥ +1.3 would be required to avoid detection in the NVSS,
SUMSS, or MGPS-2 surveys. This rare class of ultra inverted spectrum sources
is discussed in [7, 11].
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Fig. 14 Top: all the sources
that are found in the survey
maps with a signal to noise
greater than 5. Middle:
sources that are matched with
a low-frequency source.
Bottom: sources that are not
matched with a low-frequency
source. The matching with the
NVSS, SUMSS, and MGPS-2
catalogs is a good indicator of
sources that are likely to be
real
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With a matching radius of 60 arcsec, some matches will be due to chance
and not indicative of any real identification between the two sources. Condon
et al. [1] give a probability of 5% for finding an unrelated radio source within
60 arcsec of an NVSS source. The SUMSS and MGPS-2 catalogs have source
densities of 30 sources per square degree, whilst the NVSS has 50 sources per
square degree. Thus we expect that around 5% of the identifications within the
middle plot of Fig. 14 are spurious. Figure 13 shows a minimum matching rate
that is not zero and can be attributed to this effect.
To distinguish between real sources and those that are likely to be due to
poor coverage or high noise peaks, a filtering metric was established with the
guidance of a genetic algorithm. It was found that the metrics that produced the
greatest separation between the matched and unmatched source populations
were variations on (2). Here S20 is the flux in Jy as measured in the survey map,
χ 2 is the cross correlation of the source and the calibrator template, cov is the
coverage as measured in the auxiliary map, and pix is the ratio of good to bad
pixels that were within the blanking region around the source.


F = log10 S220 .χ 2 .cov.pix
(2)
Figure 15 shows F as a function of survey flux for sources within the scanning survey catalog, identified via matching with the low frequency catalogs.
The horizontal line at −2 represents the point above which there are an equal
number of matched and unmatched sources. A catalog constructed with only
sources that have F ≥ −2 will have an overall matching rate of 50%. It is
expected that nearly all the real sources at 20 GHz will have a low frequency
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Fig. 15 The filtering metric F as a function of survey flux for the scanning survey catalog. Blue
sources (right) are those that have a low frequency counterpart within a 1 arc-min radius, red
sources (left) are those that do not. The horizontal line represents the point at which equal numbers
of sources are matched and unmatched
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Fig. 16 The filtering metric F as a function of survey flux for the scanning survey catalog. Blue
sources (right) are those that have a follow-up survey catalog counterpart within a 1 arc-min radius,
red sources (left) are those that do not. The horizontal line represents the point at which equal
numbers of sources are matched and unmatched at low frequency

counterpart, however if that counterpart is complex or extended then a more
careful match between the catalogs will be required to identify counterparts.
For this reason it is expected that some of the 20 GHz sources with F ≥ −2 will
remain unmatched despite the fact that they are real sources. Similarly not all
the sources that are matched at low frequency are expected to be real. In Fig.
15(right) there are 1,758 sources below F = −2, which is 4.7% of the 35,598
unmatched sources in the same area of the plot. This is in agreement with
the 5% random matching rate cited for the low frequency surveys previously.
The matched and unmatched sources occupy the different, yet overlapping,
areas of (F ,S) space. Using the low frequency identification as a proxy for the
detectability of a survey source, it is apparent that (2) is efficient at separating
real sources from noise peaks. Figure 16 is the same as Fig. 15 with the sources
matched with the FSC. The same separation of sources can be seen here,
indicating that the use of the low frequency catalogs is a good proxy for source
detectability.

9 Reliability
The presence of an apparent source within the survey map does not guarantee
that it is a real source that will be confirmed in a followup observation. The
rate at which false positive detections are made by the source finding program
should be taken into account.

170
Fig. 17 The fraction of
sources that were matched
with a low frequency catalog,
as a function of the filtering
metric. The red curve
represents the relation
between R and F that is used
to assign a reliability estimate
to individual sources. The
lower horizontal dotted line
represents the spurious
matching rate of 5%, whilst
the upper solid line is the
point at which half of the
sources are matched
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To estimate the reliability for each region of the sky within the AT20G
a comparison was made between the sources that were found in the source
detection process and a low frequency catalog that covered the same area of
sky. Figure 17 shows how the low frequency matching rate changes with the
filtering metric. The rate at which sources are found within one of the three low
frequency catalogs is used as the reliability and is denoted by R. At F values
below −2.5 the fit approaches 0% and above −1.5 it reaches 100%. Neither of
these two values are considered to be practical and the reported reliability, R,
of a source is limited to 5%≤ R ≤ 98%.
Once the relationship between F and R had been established it was then
possible to assign a reliability estimate to each source within the scanning
survey catalog. Sources that were assigned a reliability of R < 50% were
removed from the final version of the scanning survey catalog.

10 Survey completeness
In theory a comparison between a catalog and a list of all real objects gives an
accurate measure of the catalog completeness, however an a priori list of all
real objects does not exist.
Due to the many calibration steps that were performed at the software level
rather than the hardware level, and the relatively static performance of the
correlator itself, it was possible to know a lot about how the system responded
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to a given source. Because of this it was possible to insert artificial sources
into the data stream at the most basic level and then follow them through
the calibration, map making, source finding and filtering process. Having this
amount of control over the calibration and source detection process meant that
it was possible to create an accurate measure of the scanning survey catalog
completeness, and by extension, the follow-up survey catalog completeness.
Survey completeness was estimated in a semi-analytical manner. In order to
obtain a set of data that were consistent with the actual observations, whilst
including as many of the detrimental factors as possible it was decided that
the survey data would be used. Specifically, the regions between the detected
sources were considered to be an excellent resource for the compilation of a
data set that could be used to estimate the completeness and reliability of the
survey.
The injection of sources was achieved by inserting a scaled copy of the
primary calibrator into the data stream as it was being processed. This method
is sensitive to relative timing errors (ie. between scans) but not to absolute
timing errors. The absolute timing errors are detected via comparison of the
final maps to known calibrators or the follow-up survey catalog positions and
fluxes. The completeness estimate is thus assuming that the timing calibration
is correct to first order.
For each 1h × 10 − 15◦ map of the sky, a list of sources was produced that
had a specific range of fluxes and a random distribution of positions. The
source positions were constrained so that they were not within a primary
beam width of an already detected source. At 20 GHz the density of sources
detected is of the order 0.3 deg−2 , and as the number of sources injected
was around 500 per map, the injected source positions were constrained so
that the measured completeness would not be affected by excess amounts of
confusion. In this way it was possible to create a map of the sky that contained
all of the properties of the real observations that would otherwise be hard to
characterise and reproduce in a simulated map. Such properties include but
are not limited to: sensitivity variations, regions that were subject to patching
(possibly multiple times), Tsys variations due to weather that were not captured
in the calibration process, and data flagging due to solar system objects.2 It
should be noted that the completeness measurement is made using only the
injected sources and thus deriving a source count model for the scanning
survey catalog using the completeness and reliability measures can be done
in a non-circular manner.
The survey completeness was determined by first measuring the rate at
which sources were recovered from the injected maps as a function of flux.
Figure 18 shows the recovery rate for all maps within the region −15◦ ≥ δ ≥
−30◦ . To eliminate the effects of noise within the recovery rate measurements,

2 The

Moon, Sun and Jupiter were troublesome for bands above −30◦ declination
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Fig. 18 The recovery rate for injected sources within the region −15◦ ≥ δ ≥ −30◦ . Left: all
sources. Right: sources with R ≥ 90%. The red bars are the fraction of sources that were recovered
from the maps, with the blue line being a fit to (3)

the function in (3) was fit to the data, where S is the flux, a is the maximum
completeness and b,c are shape parameters.
 c 
S
S −c
G (S) = a
1 − e−( b )
(3)
b
Once a fit to (3) had been obtained for each of the maps, the recovery rate
was converted to a source count using the source count model of [14] in (5) as
shown in Table 2. The survey completeness at a flux S is then given by
C(S) =

Smax
G (S)N(S)
S
Smax
N(S)
S

(4)

where Smax is sufficiently large that the completeness is no longer changing.
Although the source count model of [14] has uncertainties of 20–50% in
the actual number of sources within a particular flux bin, the completeness
estimate outlined above is sensitive only to errors in the relative number of
sources within each flux bin. Thus only the errors in the slope of the source
counts (α and β) will affect the completeness estimates. The uncertainties in α
and β are 3% or less, and when integrated over the range of 50 mJy to 500 mJy

Table 2 The source count
model at 20 GHz as reported
by [14]

Parameter

Value

α

+0.03
1.92−0.02

β
S∗
N∗

+0.09
2.78−0.07

+0.13
1.09−0.18
Jy

−1
28.9+13.7
−6.8 Jy sr
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Fig. 19 The level of
completeness as a function of
corrected survey flux density
as measured by the injection
and recovery of sources for
the region −15◦ ≥ δ ≥ −30◦ .
The different coloured lines
represent sources with a
reliability estimate of
R ≥ (0.05, 0.5, 0.75, 0.9). The
completeness is given by (4)
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the total source count deviates by less than 9%, but this affects the calculation
of (4) by less than 1%.
2N∗

N(S) =
S
S∗

α

+

S
S∗

β



(5)

Figure 19 shows the corresponding completeness levels for the plots of
Fig. 18. The effect of filtering is also demonstrated, and can be seen to

Fig. 20 The completeness of the survey as measured via the injection and recovery of test sources,
at 70 mJy (Left) and 100 mJy (Right)
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Table 3 The first page of the scanning survey catalog
α
(J2000)
(1)

δ
(J2000)
(2)

l

b

(3)

00:00:02
00:00:12
00:00:21
00:01:06
00:01:06
00:01:12
00:01:18
00:01:25
00:01:26
00:01:41
00:02:12
00:02:22
00:02:31
00:02:50
00:02:53
00:02:54
00:03:03
00:03:10
00:03:13
00:03:16
00:03:19
00:03:22
00:03:27
00:03:45
00:03:48
00:03:57
00:04:05
00:04:07
00:04:14
00:04:15
00:04:35
00:04:47
00:05:07
00:05:07
00:05:18
00:05:24
00:05:58
00:05:59
00:06:02
00:06:02
00:06:02
00:06:14
00:06:19
00:06:23
00:06:30
00:07:13
00:07:20
00:08:00
00:08:02
00:08:10
00:08:26

−00:22:30
−03:43:45
−32:21:00
−15:51:30
−17:42:00
−00:19:45
−07:47:00
−04:38:30
−06:56:30
−15:41:00
−21:53:30
−14:07:15
−03:31:45
−21:14:30
−59:48:15
−56:21:00
−55:29:45
−54:44:45
−59:05:45
−19:42:15
−19:27:30
−17:27:30
−15:47:15
−11:09:00
−23:30:00
−53:43:00
−11:49:15
−43:45:15
−52:54:45
−07:08:45
−47:36:15
−66:16:00
−01:33:15
−34:45:45
−16:48:30
−57:52:00
−56:28:30
−06:12:00
−29:56:15
−42:34:15
−31:32:45
−06:24:00
−42:45:30
−00:05:00
−73:12:00
−40:23:30
−61:13:00
−23:40:00
−52:43:30
−39:45:15
−25:59:15

96.0
93.1
4.6
74.4
69.4
96.6
89.1
92.8
90.2
75.1
55.3
79.1
94.5
58.3
313.9
316.2
316.8
317.4
314.3
64.3
65.2
71.5
76.0
85.6
48.9
318.0
84.7
329.7
318.6
91.5
324.0
310.2
97.5
352.5
74.6
314.6
315.3
93.6
14.5
330.9
6.2
93.5
330.4
99.3
307.4
334.7
312.2
50.0
317.6
335.6
37.3

◦

(4)

S20
mJy
(5)

map rms
mJy
(6)

Reliability
R
(7)

(8)

−60.5
−63.6
−77.8
−73.8
−75.0
−60.6
−67.3
−64.5
−66.6
−73.7
−77.6
−72.7
−63.7
−77.5
−56.3
−59.5
−60.3
−61.0
−57.0
−76.7
−76.6
−75.3
−74.1
−70.5
−78.6
−62.0
−71.1
−70.8
−62.8
−67.1
−67.6
−50.2
−62.1
−77.5
−75.2
−58.2
−59.5
−66.4
−79.6
−72.0
−79.2
−66.7
−71.9
−60.9
−43.5
−73.9
−55.1
−79.6
−63.2
−74.5
−80.3

58
51
160
306
67
53
182
75
69
48
120
78
81
142
104
113
71
151
66
100
129
420
143
53
70
48
618
223
73
51
995
68
102
125
156
47
182
63
80
118
86
2,287
147
432
65
86
193
154
107
163
109

10
10
12
9
9
10
10
10
10
9
9
10
10
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
10
9
9
10
12
9
10
12
12
10
12
9
9
9
10
9
12
12
10
12
10
10
12
12
9
9
12
9

0.93
0.89
0.88
0.98
0.98
0.84
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.94
0.98
0.98
0.94
0.98
0.96
0.98
0.77
0.98
0.90
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.93
0.93
0.70
0.98
0.98
0.91
0.82
0.98
0.93
0.98
0.94
0.98
0.74
0.98
0.70
0.98
0.98
0.89
0.98
0.90
0.98
0.62
0.77
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98
0.98

2007
2007
2004
2006
2006
2007
2007
2007
2007
2006
2006
2007
2007
2006
2005
2005
2005
2005
2005
2006
2006
2006
2006
2007
2006
2005
2007
2004
2005
2007
2004
2005
2007
2004
2006
2005
2005
2007
2006
2004
2004
2007
2004
2007
2005
2004
2005
2006
2005
2004
2006

◦

Epoch

AT20G
name
(9)

J000020-322101
J000105-155107
J000106-174126
J000118-074626
J000124-043759
J000125-065624
J000212-215309
J000221-140643
J000230-033140
J000249-211419
J000252-594814
J000253-562110
J000303-553007
J000311-544516
J000313-590547
J000316-194150
J000322-172711
J000327-154705

J000404-114858
J000407-434510
J000413-525458
J000435-473619
J000507-013244
J000505-344549
J000518-164804
J000558-562828
J000601-295549
J000601-423439
J000600-313215
J000613-062334
J000619-424518
J000622-000423
J000635-731144
J000713-402337
J000720-611306
J000800-233918
J000801-524339
J000809-394522
J000826-255911

A pre-publication version of the entire catalog is available at www.physics.usyd.edu.au/∼
hancock/files/SurveyCatV1.1
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lower the completeness of the catalog as the reliability is increased. Source
that were within 1.5◦ of the Galactic plane are excluded from the follow-up
survey catalog and are thus not included in the completeness calculations. The
Galactic sources thus do not contaminate the completeness of the maps.
The major contribution to the degradation of completeness seen in some
maps in Fig. 20, is changes in sky coverage. The maps that have a completeness
below the average of their region have a different colour. In each of these cases
the lower completeness is due to data that were flagged as poor but was unable
to be recovered during patching observations or that was simply not observed
due to weather and scheduling constraints. The scanning survey catalog is 98%
complete at 70 mJy and 92% complete at 50 mJy.

11 Scanning survey catalog
The final version of the scanning survey catalog (SSC) is made of from sources
with an SNR > 5 and a reliability of 50% or greater. Table 3 shows the first
page of the scanning survey catalog, which contains a total of 7,754 sources.
The catalog format is as follows:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Columns 1&2: The source RA/DEC in J2000 co-ordinates
Columns 3&4: Galactic (l, b )
Columns 5&6: Corrected survey flux at 20 GHz and the map rms noise
(mJy)
Column 7: Reliability R
Column 8: Epoch of scanning observation. Refer to Table 1 for the precise
dates
Column 9: AT20G name, when the source is in the follow-up survey
catalog of [11]

The typical positional errors in α and δ are ±15arc-sec. The flux scale has
been corrected to be the same as the follow-up survey catalog. There may
be variations in the individual fluxes due to source variability and the lower
signal to noise of the survey maps. The AT20G names are determined by
cross matching the follow-up survey catalog (FSC) and the scanning survey
catalog (SSC). The nearest scanning survey catalog source within 120 arcsec is
considered to be the correct identification.

12 Summary
The AT20G survey was made possible via the use of a wide band analog
correlator in conjunction with an interleaved fast scanning strategy (or onthe-fly mapping). New programs were created that allowed for the offline
calibration of the scanning survey data. The subsequent calibration scheme
was accurate enough that the scanning data could be brought together to
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form convolved maps of the sky from which candidate source lists could be
created. The offline data processing techniques allowed artificial sources to
be introduced into the data reduction pipeline which allowed for an accurate
measurement of the completeness of the scanning survey catalog, and by
extension, the completeness of the follow-up survey catalog as described
in [11].
The scanning survey catalog presented here has a lower flux limit and is
more complete than the follow-up survey catalog, but achieves these goals at
the cost of reliability. The follow-up survey catalog is ∼100% reliable, whilst
the scanning survey catalog includes some sources with only 50% reliability. It
is expected that the primary use of this catalog will be to provide foreground
masks for CMB missions such as Planck [17] and the South Pole Telescope
[16], where completeness is more important than accurate fluxes or a high
reliability.
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